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film is recorded in these sprocket holes, it is

T0 all wir-0m ¿t ’may concern:

55

Be it lknown that we, JOSEPH A. BALL and eliminated and causes no trouble. At no
DANIEL F. CoMSToeK, both citizens of the time in the ordinary black-and-white process
United States of America, and residents of is the distance from one picture to the next

_lVollaston and Cambridge, respectively, in determined by anything but the sprocket

6

the counties of Norfolk and Middlesex, re

holes. But in Systems of color -cinematog

60

spectively, and State of Massachusetts, have raphy where the two or more color ree
invented new and useful Improvements in ords of the same scene are takenl Simultane
Registration of ' Complemental Images in ously, there is ordinarily an optical or me

Cinematography, of which the following is chanical factor which determines the dis

10

a specification.

'

This invention relates to the art of color
ï -cinematography and more particularly toO
, those processes of color cinematography
15 where two or more color records of an object

field are taken simultaneously and where

20
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tance between the two pictures. For ex 65
ample, if a camera with two lenses is used,
there is the distance between the cent-ers of
the two lenses; or if a prism Vset is used be
hind one lens there is the displacement of
the optical paths in the prisms, and while "
this displacement of the two pictures can be

these several color records are later superim
posed by additive or subtractive method to made to correspond accurately with the
standard gauge of perforations as de.
reproduce the original scene and its colors.
One of the chief obstacles to the advance termin-ed by the perfor-ating machine, there

ment of this art is the difficulty of register can be no assurance that the fil’m when ex
ing the complemental images so taken. If posed in the camera "will he of this same
' _
there is lack of register of the recombined length.
The
aforesaid
registry
difficulty
is
not
con
picture on the screen, the effect, while differ
ent from that due to lack of sharp focus, is. fined to camera‘ operations but is met in
just- as destructive of the fine drawing of the printing positive films from negative films 80,

picture. Consequently the limits of register for either additive or subtractivc. use, in pro
are much the same as thoseof focus, and jecting additive images on a screen, in
for motion picture work this should be not double-coated reproduction, in glzueing films
together with the complemental images in
.over .0005 inch.
'
The principal cause ofregistry difficulty is registry, in imbibition printing, and indeed

85

the shrinkage and expansion of the cellu in lpractically every branch of -the color art
loid base of the film. ~ Measurements Show at many stages subsequent to the exposure of
that motion picture film shrinks between one the original negative.
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tenth to one-quarter of one per cent in the

‘It has been proposed to provide register

developing 'process and subsequent drying. ing holes in the film adapted to be engaged
It continues to shrink on exposure- to air at a ' by registering pins in the printer or pro
rate varying from one-twentieth to one jector, thereby accurately `to position the
thirtieth of one per cent per day. It is also images during printing or projection. How

90

affected by the humidity of the air and ex ever, asa film shrinks (or expands) the dis
pands one-hundredth of one per cent for tance between the registering holes and the

. each degree of increase in humidity. These

corresponding images obviously changes,

figures, viewed in the light of the limit in and where there are a plurality o-f_complevregistration mentioned above, showr that the mental images for each registering hole or
possible condition of the film atthe‘time of pair of holes, the respective images of each

exposure, as well as subsequent shrmkages, complemental set being distributed along the _ 100
film at diñerent distances from the holes,h
must be provided for.

5O

In the blaek-and-white art this shrinkage these diderent distances change different
does not cause much trouble, because each amounts and thereby destroy or- seriously
picture is exposed printed and projected -as a impair the registering relationship between
separate unit, and each picture space is indi the registering holes and the respective im
vidually positioned in the camera, in the ages of the corresponding complemental set.
printer', and in the projector by' adjacent The object of the present invention is to

sprocket holes. Since the .shrinkage of the provide a method and apparatus for regis-_ Y
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tering complementa] images accurately and images bear to their sprocket holes,_ the
substantially independently of shrinkage (or sprocket holes of the positive films reglster
expansion) so that chang-es in the length of when the films are superposed with their

Ul

the film at any stage of its preparation or images in registery notwithstanding the
use have substantially no effect, upon the positives are printed in non-reversed rela
registration of the respective complemental tion from_ reversed negatives. This is of

70

particular significance in contact printing
l
n
According to this invention succeeding where the positives must bear the same rela

images.

sections of the film are positioned by engage tion to their sprocket holes as the negatives
ment with registering pins or the like at bear to their sprocket holes and will be evi
recurring points of the film and the com dent from the following.

plement-al images are simultaneously formed Considering the superposed positive films
in alignment longitudinally of the film with to have superposed transverse lines corre
corresponding points of the images equidis sponding to each mid-line of the negatives,
tant from transverse lines of the film bear

the sprocket holes adjacent the respective

80

ing uniform relation to sai-d points. _The positives of each complemental set lie on the '
registering pins or the like engage openings same side of the transverse lines of the set
in the film' (sprocket holes or other open
20

ings) which are spaced along the film uni
formly, and for most uses the complemental
images are formed in such positions relative
to the Openings vthat the images and the
openings are symmetrical relative to the

while the sprocket holes adjacent the re
spective negatives of each set lie on opposite
sides of the mid-line of the set. Thus, in
contact printing Where the relationship be
tween the images and the openings must be

the same in the positive film as in the nega
same transverse lines'of the film, that is, so tive film, it is essential that the sprocket

holes of the negative be symmetrical rela
verse lines both the images and the openings tive to the mid-lines in order for the open
on opposite sides of the lines register. By ings of the superposed positive films to reg

` that if the film be folded about the trans

forming the complemental images in re ister, the registration requirements for the
versed relationship to each other the images images and openings of the positives being

30

may be positioned not only in areas sym the same as for the images and openings of
metrically »located on opposite sides of said the negatives if folded about their mid
transverse lines but also with all correspond lines.
ing points symmetrically positioned relative Furthermore, the negative may be ad
to said lines.

35
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inasmuch as all correspond

vanced in the same direction as the positive

ing points of the reversed images of the in printing one positive but in the direction
complemental sets are equidistant from their opposite to the direction of positive feed in
mid-lines it is evident that corresponding printing the other positive; and if the posi
points of the complemental images shift tioning openings are symmetrically located
equally with respect to their lines when the relatively to the aforesaid mid-lines the cor-_
film shrinks or expands. Consequently if responding positioning openings of the rc
each series of images (comprising 011e image spective -positives will register when the
of each complemental set) be registered rela positives are superposed in such relative po
tively to their lines the bad register effect sition that the complemental images regis
of the change in length is automatically ter.
Apparatus for practising the invention is
eliminated. By exposing the images of each
complementa] set at the same time and from characterized by a plurality of exposure
the same point of view the images are geo openings, together with means for guiding
metrically identical and therefore suscep the film past the openings in succession, also
means for simultaneously exposing the film
tible of exact registration.
In forming the images in reversed rela through the respective openings, and means
tionship a unique advantage results from for accurately positioning the film at the
positioning the images so that the aforesaid openings so that the images are formed

60

positioning openings are symmetrically dis

thereon in predetermined position, the last

posed relative to the transverse lines mid
way between the reversed images, that is, sol
that the mid-lines either bisect certain of
the openings or bisect the spaces between ad

means including positioning pins or the like

jacent openings (in either case of which the
openings would register if the film be folded
about the mid-lines). This advantage con
sists in that when the respective series of
reversed images are printed on positive
films in non-reversed relationship but in the

recurrently engaging the film in uniform
relation to transverse lines equidistant from

the exposure openings. The optical system
is arranged to form the complemeutal im
ages in reversed relationship with respect to
each other and the registering means is )ref

erably positioned to engage the film either
on the lines midway between the reversed

images or at points displaced from the _mid

‘ same' relation to the sprocket holes or other lines distances equal to a one-half fraction
65

openings of the positives as the negative (i. e. 1/2, 11/443, 21/2, ete.) of the spaces between l

00
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the sprocket holes or other positioning open the forward pressure plate 5. After the ex
posure has been made, the registering pins 8
In order to illustrate the applicatlon of and pressure plate 4 are first withdrawn and
'the inventionv one "concrete embodiment is the intermitting pin and star wheels then
shown in the accompanying drawings, in advance the film two picture spaces.
’whicln-q
»
`
“Then using positioning pins other than`
ings.

~

I

'

Fig. 1 is a diagram showing one form of the film advancing pins or teeth-and when
using advancing means which are always in
'
Fig. 2 is a similar view showing a modified positive engagement with the film. the ad
vancing means should be adjusted to ad
optical system ;
Figs. 3 and 4 are views of films produced vance the film only to a position slightly in
by systems such as illustrated in Figs. 1 the rear of its exposure position so that the
positioning pins always move the film for
and 2, respectively;
.
F ig. 5 is an elevational View o‘f portions wardly, thereby avoiding the injury to the
of a camera embodying the present inven film which might result if the positioning
optical system;

ti'on;

80

pins moved the film backwardly against the

‘

ä ig. 6 is a section on line 6.--6l of Fig. 5; holding action of the advancing means.
an

-

>,

The prism set 3 is similar to one of the sets

`

Fig. 7 is a section on line 7_7 of Fig. 5.
The” particular embodiment of the inven
tion chosen for the purpose of illustration
comprises a film gate 1 mounted on the
casing 2 of a camera, a prism set 3 adjust
ably mounted on the front of the film gate,
a pressure plate 4 movable forwardly and

disclosed in the pending application lSerial
`No. 77,237 filed February 9. 1916, and com

prises two similar right-angle prisms 31 and
32 (Figs. 1, 2 and 6) enclosing a light
dividing surface 33 therebetween. The ob
jective lens may be placed either infront
of 4the prisms as shown in Fig. 1-or behind

90

rearwardly to press' the film against the for

the prisms as shown in Fig. 2.v l/Vith the
main beam of light entering the optical sys
tem along the line 34. The light is divided
at the surface 33 into two similar beams
gagement with the sprocket holes of the film ' which form complemental images at 35 and
accurately to position the film, together with 36 in reversed relationship to each other,`

ward plate 5 of the filr'n gate, the latter hav
ing exposure openings 6 and 7 therein, reg
istering pins 8 movable into and out of en

30

v: Cl

mechanism for actuating the positioning suitable filters being interposed in the paths
pins and for advancing the film through the of the divided beams to cause the- respective
film gate. The means for advancing the film images to represent complemental color
may be of any suitable type, the type shown aspects of the object-field.i Thus the images 100
in the drawings co-mprising a pin wheel _9, of the successive compleînental sets are ro- „ _
a star wheel 10, and a sprocket wheel 11 ar versed with respect/to each other longitudi
ranged intermittently to advance the film nally of the film as shown in F igsï 3 and 4 '
two picture spaces at a time.

40

.

and the images of each set are symmetricallyl

The mechanism for accurately positioning ` arranged with respect to transverse lines` 37
the film in the film gate comprises a yoke 41 midway between the images of the respec
which carries the registering pins 8, an oscil tive sets.
latory arm 12 for moving the yoke 41 to 4and
As shown 4in Figs. 1,2 and 6 the light
fro, the arm 12 being fast on shaft 13 upon dividing surface 33 is positioned in a plane
which is also fastened an arm 14 carrying at intersecting the film perpendicularly mid
its free end a cam roll 15 engaging a cam 16.

105
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way between the images formed on the film

The movable pressure plate 4 is normally in the film gate. The positioning pins are
held out of engagement with the film by preferably located either in this plane as

means of springs 17, surrounding pins 18,

shown in Fig. 2 or at a distance from this

and bearing at their opposite ends against a plane equal to half the distance between ad

115

stationary plate 19 and the heads of the pins jacent sprocket holes as shownA in Figs. 1; 5,
55

18. After the film has been advanced and 6 and 7 , the aforesaid effect of film shrink
positioned the pressure plate 4 is advanced age (or expansion) being more completely
into the position shownin Fig. 5 by means eliminated by locating the pins near said
of a spring 2O on arm 12 operating upon plane. W'ith the positioning pins located as
the pressure plate through a pin 21 sliding’ shown in Fig. 2 the lines of symmetry 37 of

120

in sleeve 22 on the stationary part of the film the film bisect the sprocket holes as shown

gate.c rl‘he cam for actuating the registering in Fig. 4, whereas with the positioning pins

eo

' pins is driven in synchronism with `the film located as shown in Fig. 1 said lines bisect

advancing mechanism by any suitable power the 'spaces between the sprocket holes as
.
means (not shown) so that after the film is shown in Fig. 3. v

advanced two picture spaces the registering
65

By making one of the registering pins 8

pins 8 are advanced accurately to position substantially to fit the sprocket holes on one
the film in the film gate, and the pressure side of the film, and by. making the register 130
plate 4 is advanced to hold theñliîi against ing pin on the other side narrower than the

1,579,806
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sprocket transversely of the film, slight sitioning the film relative to the images that

changes> in the transverse dimension of the the openings are symmetrically located rela
film when the film shrinks or expands are tive to the mid-lines between the reversed
accommodated s0 that the images may be images at the instant of exposure.
6. The method of producing color motion 70

accurately registered both transversely and

longitudinally of the film in manipulating pictures which comprises recurrently ad
_the film after it has been initially exposed, vancing succeeding sections of a film along a
pins similar to those shown at 8 being suit- predetermined path by engagement with se
able for use. in the printer or projector or lected openings of a series of openings
any other machine in which the film is sub spaced uniformly along the film,l simultane

10

ously forming complemental images in re

sequently to be employed.

versed relationship to each other, and so po
I claim :
l. The method of recurrcntly registering sitioning the film relative to the images that
succeeding sections lof cinematographic film the mid-lines between the reversed images

relative to a plurality of optical paths which bisect the spaces between adjacent openings.
comprises intermittently advancing the film 7. A cinematographic camera for expos
into approximate registration With the op ing a film with complemental images from

15

tical paths and alternately engaging the film the same point of View at the same time,

with a registering pin intermediate the axis comprising means having a plurality of ex
posure openings, means for guiding the film
`
2. The method of producing color motion past said openings in succession, means for
pictures which comprises advancing a film simultaneously exposing the film through

20 ot' the optical paths.

along a predetermined path, recurrently po said openings with complemental images
sitioning succeeding sections o'f the film by which are reversed with respect to- each
engagement with the film. `at recurring other longitudinally of the film, and means
points` and siinnltaneously forming comple near the mid-positions between said open
mental images. in alinement longitudinally ings for positioning the portions of the film
of the film with corresponding points of the being exposed in the respective openings.

25
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8. A cinematographic camera for expos-.
images equidistant from transverse lines of
the film bearing uniform relation to said ing a film with complemental images from

the same point of view at the same time,
3. The method of producing color motion con‘iprising means having a plurality of ex
pictures which comprises recurrently ad posure openings, means for guiding the film
vancing succeeding sections or' a film along past said openings in succession, means fory

points.

.

Y

a predetermined path by engagement with simultaneously exposing the film through
selected openings of a series of openings said openings with complemental images
spaced uniformlyalong the film, simulta which are reversed with respect to each other

neously forming complemental images in

longitudinally of the film, and means recur

alignment longitudinally of the film, and so rently operative upon the film in uniform
positioning the film relative to the images relation to transverse lines equidistant from
that the images' and` theopenings are sym the exposure openings for accurately posi
metrical relative to the same transverse lines tioning the portions of the film being ex

-10

ot the film at they instant of exposure.

100
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pose-d.

9. Apparatus of' the character described
ll. The method of producing color motion
' pictures which comprises recurrently ad for concomitantly forming a plurality of
vancing succeeding sectio-ns of a film along series of complemental images ongthe same

110

a predetermined path by engagement with side of a film, comprising means for advanc

selected openings spaced uniformly along ing` a film along a predetermined path,
the film, simultaneously forming comple means for simultaneously forming comple
e1 o

mental in'iages in reversed relationship rela
tive to each other and in alignment longitu
dinally of the film, and positioning the film
relative to the images that corresponding
points of the reversed images and the open

mental images on one side of' the film, said 115
last n‘ieans including a light-dividing surface

disposed in a plane intersecting said path,
and means engaging selected openings of a

series of openings in the film accurately to
ings are symmetrical relative to the same position the film while being` exposed, said
transverse lines of the film at the instant of means being positioned relatively to said

12o

plane to position the film with said openings
The method of producing color motion symmetrically positioned relatively to the

exposure.

pictures which comprises recurrently ad plane.
00

vancing succeeding sections of a film along a

predetermined path by engagement with se

ll). Apparatus of the character described
for concomitantly -forming a plu ‘ality of

lected openings of a series of openings series of complemental images on the same

spaced uniformly along the film, simulta side of a film. comprising means for-advanc-~
65

neously forming complemental images in re mg a film along a }'n‘edetermined Ypath,
versed relationship to each other, and so po means for simultaneously forming comple

125

'

5
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mental images in reversed relationship on to a one-half fraction of the distance> be
one side of the film, said last means includ
- ing a light-dividing surface in a plane in
5

tween adjacent openings.

’

13. Apparatus of the character described
for concomitan-tly forming a plurality of

tersecting the film midway between the re
versed images, said means engaging the film series of complemental images on the same
in a region defined by planes spaced from side of a film, comprising means for ad
opposite sides of said plane distances ap vancing a film along a predetermined path,proximately equal to half the distance be means for simultaneously forming comple- "

mental imagesin reversed relationship on
11. Apparatus of the character described- one side oft-he film, said last means includ
for concomitantly forming a plurality of ing a light-dividing surface in a plane in
series of complemental images on the same tersecting the film midway between the re

tween adjacent openings.

ll)

side of a film, comprising means for ad

versed images, and means engaging selected f

vancing a film along a predetermined path, openings of a series of openings in the film
means for simultaneously forming comple accurately to position the film while being
mental images in reversed relationship on exposed, said means engaging the film at a
one side of the film, said last means includ distance from said plane substantially equal >
ing a light-dividing surface in a plane inter to one-half the distance between adjacent 60
secting the film midway between the re openings.
14. Apparatus of the character described
versed images, and means engaging selected
openings of a series of openings in the film for concomitantly forming a plurality of
accurately to position the film while being series of complemental images on the same~
exposed, said means engaging the film in a side of a film, comprising means for ad 65
region defined by planes spaced from oppo vancing a film along a predetermined path,
site sides of said plane distances approxi means for simultaneously forming comple
mately equal to half the distance between mental images‘in reversed relationship on
adjacent openings.

- .

one side of the film, said last means includ

12. Apparatus of the character described ing a light-dividing surface in a plane nor
for concomitantly forming a plurality of mal to the film midway between the reversed
series of complemental yimages on the same images, and means engaging selected open
side of a film, comprising means for ad

70

ings of a series of openings in the film ac

vancing a film along a predetermined path, curately to -position the film while being ex
means for simultaneously forming comple posed, said means engaging the film.Y in a
mental images in reversed relationship on region defined by planes spaced from oppo
one side of the film, said last means includ

site sides of said plane distances approxi

ing a light-dividing surface in a plane in mately equal to half the distance between
,
tersecting the film midway between the re adjacent openings.
Signed by us at Boston, Massachusetts
versed images, and means engaging selected
openings of a series of openings in the film this 5th day of January, 1922.
40

accurately to position the film while being
exposed, said means engaging the film at a

JOSEPH A. BALL.

distance from said plane substantially equal

DANIEL F. ooMsTocK. ,_
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